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[1] Unconstrained CO2 emission from fossil fuel burning has been the dominant cause of
observed anthropogenic global warming. The amounts of ‘‘proven’’ and potential fossil
fuel reserves are uncertain and debated. Regardless of the true values, society has
flexibility in the degree to which it chooses to exploit these reserves, especially
unconventional fossil fuels and those located in extreme or pristine environments. If
conventional oil production peaks within the next few decades, it may have a large effect
on future atmospheric CO2 and climate change, depending upon subsequent energy
choices. Assuming that proven oil and gas reserves do not greatly exceed estimates of the
Energy Information Administration, and recent trends are toward lower estimates, we
show that it is feasible to keep atmospheric CO2 from exceeding about 450 ppm by 2100,
provided that emissions from coal, unconventional fossil fuels, and land use are
constrained. Coal-fired power plants without sequestration must be phased out before
midcentury to achieve this CO2 limit. It is also important to ‘‘stretch’’ conventional oil
reserves via energy conservation and efficiency, thus averting strong pressures to extract
liquid fuels from coal or unconventional fossil fuels while clean technologies are being
developed for the era ‘‘beyond fossil fuels’’. We argue that a rising price on carbon
emissions is needed to discourage conversion of the vast fossil resources into usable
reserves, and to keep CO2 beneath the 450 ppm ceiling.
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1. Introduction

[2] M. King Hubbert, the late petroleum geologist and
Shell oil company consultant, articulated the notion that oil
production would peak when about half of the economically
recoverable resource had been exploited. His successful
prediction of peak oil production in the continental United
States [Hubbert, 1956] has encouraged numerous analysts
to subsequently apply his model or variations thereof to
global oil production. The concept of peak extraction of a
finite nonrenewable resource constrained by geology and
geography has received support from similar patterns of
growth, peak production, and decline of mineral resources
[van der Veen, 2006], natural gas [Lam, 1998], and coal
[Milici and Campbell, 1997] in specific regions.
[3] There is intense disagreement about when global

‘‘peak oil’’ might occur, but it is widely accepted that it
will occur at some point this century [Wood et al., 2003;
Kerr, 2005]. Despite the obvious relevance of peak oil to
future climate change, it has received little attention in
projections of future climate change.
[4] In this paper we emphasize the estimated magnitudes

of fossil fuel resources (oil, natural gas, and coal), and the
relevance of these limitations to the question of how

practical it may be to avoid ‘‘dangerous anthropogenic
interference’’ with global climate as outlined in the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
[UNFCCC, 1992]. We are motivated by the conclusion of
Hansen et al. [2007a, 2007b] that ‘‘dangerous’’ climatic
consequences are expected at atmospheric CO2 levels
exceeding 450 ppm and possibly at even lower levels.
Thus we investigate whether atmospheric CO2 can be kept
to 450 ppm or less via constraints on the use of coal and
unconventional fossil fuel resources.
[5] In estimating atmospheric CO2 levels for given emis-

sion scenarios we employ both a linear atmospheric pulse
response function (PRF) fit to the Bern carbon cycle model
[Joos et al., 1996] and a nonlinear mixed-layer PRF fit to
the same Bern carbon cycle model. The mixed-layer (or
dynamic-sink) PRF allows nonlinear ocean carbonate chem-
istry, which is not included in the atmospheric (static-sink)
PRF. The static-sink PRF underestimates CO2 levels for
large emission cases, but we include results for this PRF
because our main interest is cases that keep atmospheric
CO2 at �450 ppm, this PRF has the advantage of simplicity
and transparency, and we have used this function in other
studies [Hansen et al., 2007a, 2007b]. We also include
results for the dynamic-sink PRF.
[6] We do not attempt to resolve the debate about the

timing of peak oil or the magnitude of fossil fuel resources;
rather, we consider reasonable alternative assumptions. We
recognize that the magnitude of recoverable oil and gas
resources depends on economic incentives and penalties.
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Indeed, the disparity between those who believe that fossil
fuels are running out and those who foresee large potential
reserves most likely relates in part to assumptions based on
the ‘‘principle of substitution’’ [Marshall, 1890], the neo-
classical economics notion that implies that technology
improvements and supply and demand dynamics will allow
continual transfer of fossil fuels from resources to reserves.
[7] We suggest that the potential for ‘‘dangerous’’ climat-

ic consequences should influence the degree to which such
substitution remains unfettered. Thus we discuss the possi-
ble need for a growing price on carbon emissions, if CO2 is
to be kept to a low level.

2. Methods

2.1. Fossil Fuel Supply Estimates and Terminology

[8] We use fossil fuel CO2 emissions from the historical
(1750–2003) analysis of the United States Department of
Energy’s Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center
(CDIAC [Marland et al., 2006]). The record is extended
through 2005 with data from British Petroleum [BP, 2006],
with the BP data for each of the three fuels adjusted slightly
by a factor near unity such that the BP and CDIAC data
coincide exactly in 2003.
[9] Estimates of remaining fossil fuel reservoirs by the

United States Energy Information Administration [EIA,
2006], World Energy Council [WEC, 2007], and the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC, 2001a] are
shown in Figure 1. In our calculations we consider combi-
nations of estimates from these groups reflecting a wide
range of fossil fuel supplies. All estimates are shown in

units of gigatons of carbon (1 Gt C = 1 Pg C = 1015 g C) for
the sake of uniformity, as well as in units of atmospheric
CO2 equivalent (1 ppm CO2 � 2.12 Gt C).
[10] ‘‘Proven reserves’’ are the amounts of these fuels that

are estimated to be economically recoverable under current
economic and environmental conditions with existing tech-
nology. ‘‘Resources’’ are fossil occurrences whose existence
is well-known but whose recoverable magnitudes are less
certain; however, they are widely believed to contain
immense amounts of fossil energy and carbon [e.g., see
IPCC, 2001a]. ‘‘Reserve growth’’ is defined by EIA [2006]
as expected additions to proven reserves (from resources)
based on realistic expected improvements in extraction
technologies.
[11] Reservoir estimates tend to be larger if they are made

under the assumption of very high fuel prices, or if it is
assumed that greater technology advances will allow recov-
ery of a much higher percentage of fossil fuels in existing
fields. On the other hand, if a substantial carbon price is
applied to CO2 emissions in the future, the available
reservoir may decrease, as it becomes unprofitable to extract
resources from remote locations or to squeeze hard-to-
extract resources from existing fields. Because of these
uncertainties, we also consider a range of estimates of fossil
fuel reservoirs.
[12] ‘‘Unconventional’’ fossil fuels are those that exist in

a physical state other than conventional oil, gas and coal.
The contribution of unconventional fossil fuels to CO2

emissions is negligible to date [IPCC, 2001a]. We do not
include unconventional fossil fuels in the scenarios that we
illustrate, because we are interested primarily in scenarios
that cap atmospheric CO2 at 450 ppm or less. However, it
should be borne in mind that unconventional fossil fuels
could contribute huge amounts of atmospheric CO2, if the
world should follow an unconstrained ‘‘business-as-usual’’
scenario of fossil fuel use.

2.2. CO2 Emissions Scenarios

[13] We illustrate five CO2 emissions scenarios for the
period 1850–2100. The first case, Business-As-Usual
(BAU), assumes continuation of the �2% annual growth
of fossil fuel CO2 emissions that has occurred in recent
decades [EIA, 2006; Marland et al., 2006]. This 2% annual
growth is assumed to continue for each of the three
conventional fuels until �half of each total reservoir (his-
toric + remaining) has been exploited, after which emissions
are assumed to decline 2% annually.
[14] The second scenario, labeled Coal Phase-out, is

meant to approximate a situation in which developed
countries freeze their CO2 emissions from coal by 2012
and a decade later developing countries similarly halt
increases in coal emissions. Between 2025 and 2050 it is
assumed that both developed and developing countries will
linearly phase out emissions of CO2 from coal usage. Thus
in Coal Phase-out we have global CO2 emissions from coal
increasing 2% per year until 2012, 1% per year growth of
coal emissions between 2013 and 2022, flat coal emissions
for 2023–2025, and finally a linear decrease to zero CO2

emissions from coal in 2050. These rates refer to emissions
to the atmosphere and do not constrain consumption of coal,

Figure 1. Fossil fuel-related estimates used in this study.
Historical fossil fuel CO2 emissions from the Carbon
Dioxide Information Analysis Center [CDIAC; Marland et
al., 2006] and British Petroleum [BP, 2006]. Lower limits
for current proven conventional reserve estimates for oil and
gas from IPCC [2001a] (dashed lines), upper limits and
reserve growth values from US Energy Information
Administration [EIA, 2006]. Lower limit for conventional
coal reserves from World Energy Council [WEC, 2007;
dashed line], upper limit from IPCC [2001a]. Possible
amounts of unconventional fossil resources from IPCC
[2001a].
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provided the CO2 is captured and sequestered. Oil and gas
emissions are assumed to be the same as in the BAU
scenario.
[15] The third, fourth, and fifth scenarios include the same

phase-out of coal but investigate the effect of uncertainties
in global oil usage and supply. The Fast Oil Use scenario
adopts an alternative approach for calculating the peak in
global oil emissions/usage, following the method ofWood et
al. [2003]. It assumes that 2% annual growth in oil use
continues past the midpoint of oil supplies, until the ratio of
remaining reserves to emissions decreases to 10 years from
the current value of �50 years. This scenario causes ‘‘peak
oil’’ to be delayed �21 years to 2037. The fourth scenario,
Less Oil Reserves, uses the same trends as in Coal Phase-
out but omits the oil ‘‘reserve growth’’ term. This fourth
scenario may be most relevant to a situation in which oil
companies have been too optimistic about reserves and/or a
high price on carbon emissions discourages exploration for
oil in remote locations. Finally, the fifth scenario, Peak Oil
Plateau, assumes that oil emissions exhibit a sustained peak
from 2020–2040, using supply and 21st-century usage
estimates of R. Nehring [Kerr, 2007]. It assumes the global
oil reserve base is�50 Gt C larger than in our other scenarios
(R. Nehring, personal communication, 14 June 2007; http://
www.aapg.org/explorer/2007/05may/nehring.cfm). This
scenario reflects the possibility that the peak productivity
of major oil fields may occur at different times over the next
several decades, leading to an extended, rather than abrupt,
global oil peak.
[16] In addition to fossil fuel CO2 emissions, we also

include historical and projected estimates for net emissions
from land use in each of the above scenarios. We use
historical (1850–2000) land use emissions estimates from
CDIAC [Houghton and Hackler, 2002], and projections
from the midrange IPCC Special Report on Emissions
Scenarios (SRES) A1T scenario [values from IPCC, 2001b].
[17] These illustrative scenarios cover a broad range of

fossil fuel reserves, but more extreme estimates do exist. We
quantitatively investigate the effect of very low estimates of
natural gas and crude oil reserves [IPCC, 2001a] and coal
reserves [WEC, 2007]. Although some analysts estimate
reserves exceeding those in the illustrated scenarios, we do
not study those because the cases we consider already reach
far into the range of ‘‘dangerous’’ atmospheric CO2 levels.

2.3. Atmospheric CO2 Projections

[18] For each of the CO2 emissions scenarios we generate
a time series of atmospheric CO2 using the following
parameterization of the Bern carbon cycle model of Joos
et al. [1996]:

CO2 tð Þ ¼ 18þ 14 exp �t=420ð Þ þ 18 exp �t=70ð Þ
þ 24 exp �t=21ð Þ þ 26 exp �t=3:4ð Þ ð1Þ

where CO2 (t) is the percentage of emitted CO2 remaining
in the atmosphere after t years, and the coefficients of each
term are rounded from those provided by Shine et al.
[2005]. Note that equation (1) implies that about one-third
of anthropogenic CO2 emissions remain in the atmosphere
after 100 years and one-fifth after 1000 years.

[19] Equation (1) is a static-sink PRF for anthropogenic
CO2 emissions, i.e., it is an approximation for the propor-
tion (percent) of CO2 remaining airborne t years following
an emission pulse. The time evolution of atmospheric
CO2 is obtained by taking the 1850 CO2 concentration as
285.2 ppm [Etheridge et al., 1998], recursively applying
equation (1) to the emission scenario, and integrating the
results from 1850 to year t.
[20] We also investigate the same scenarios using a

dynamic-sink PRF that incorporates some carbon cycle
feedbacks. Both approximations are based on the Bern
carbon cycle model with the HILDA and 4-box biosphere
models [equations (3)–(6), (16)–(17), A.2.2, and A.3 of
Joos et al., 1996]. The dynamic-sink PRF includes simpli-
fied nonlinear ocean carbonate chemistry as well as bio-
spheric carbon uptake and respiration (both for a fixed
climate). We demonstrate that the dynamic-sink PRF yields
slightly different quantitative results than the static-sink
PRF (equation (1)), but the differences are small enough
to only reinforce our conclusions.

3. Results

3.1. Historical CO2 Emissions and Concentrations

[21] Integration of the product of equation (1) and fossil
fuel emissions over the period 1850–2007 yields an air-
borne fossil fuel CO2 amount of �85 ppm in 2007. The land
use net emissions estimates of Houghton and Hackler
[2002], with SRES A1T estimates for 2001–2007, yield
an additional contribution of �35 ppm in 2007. The CO2

amount in 2007 is thus overestimated by �20 ppm using
equation (1), or by �13 ppm when the dynamic-sink PRF is
used (Figure 2). We suggest that, rather than a model
deficiency, this overestimate is probably due to overestimate
of net land use emissions (particularly for 1950–2000),
based on the large uncertainties inherent in those estimates
[Houghton, 2003], in contrast with the relatively high
certainty of fossil fuel emissions estimates. Part of this
discrepancy also may be due to the carbon cycle model.
When the land use emissions are reduced by 50%, as
supported by other studies [e.g., see IPCC, 2007, Ch. 7],
the model-data differences amount to at most �2% from
1850–2007 (Figure 2). Although part of the discrepancy
could be a result of ‘‘fertilization’’ of the biosphere, via
anthropogenic CO2 and nitrogen emissions, we show in a
paper in preparation that incorporation of these effects in the
carbon cycle model, as an alternative to reducing the land
use source, has negligible impact on our present investiga-
tion. All of our scenarios therefore assume the above
reduction in the Houghton and Hackler [2002] estimates.
[22] This calculation for 1850–2007 provides a check on

the reasonableness of the carbon cycle approximation
(equation (1)) for CO2 in the range 280–385 ppm. We
infer that the model may continue to provide useful esti-
mates for scenarios with moderate fossil fuel emissions, i.e.,
for the scenarios of special interest that keep atmospheric
CO2 less than or approximately 450 ppm.
[23] As mentioned above and discussed in section 3.4, for

the larger CO2 emissions of BAU scenarios, equation (1)
may begin to underestimate airborne CO2, as it excludes the
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nonlinearity of the ocean carbon cycle as well as anticipated
climate feedbacks on atmospheric CO2 and CH4, the latter
being eventually oxidized to CO2.

3.2. Projected CO2 Emissions

[24] Table 1 provides an overview of the fossil fuel
emissions and resulting atmospheric CO2 amounts in our
five emissions scenarios. We list peak fossil fuel emission
years as ranges where necessary, to reflect minor differ-
ences in historical emissions estimates. (For example, there
are differences between the historic emissions of CDIAC
[Marland et al., 2006] and EIA [2006]. Also, relatively
minor changes arise from year to year in the CDIAC fossil
fuel data due to retroactive updates to the UNSTAT data-
base (T. Boden, personal communication, 5 June 2007).)

Additional features of our four mitigation scenarios are
listed in Table 2. Figure 3 shows CO2 emissions over time
for the five main scenarios and Figure 4 shows the resulting
atmospheric CO2 concentrations.
[25] Peak oil emission in the BAU scenario occurs in

2016 ± 2 a, peak gas in 2026 ± 2 a, and peak coal in 2077 ±
2 a (Figure 3a). Coal Phase-out moves peak coal up to 2022
(Figure 3b). Fast Oil Use causes peak oil to be delayed until
2037 [Wood et al., 2003], but oil use then crashes rapidly
(Figure 3c). Less Oil Reserves results in peak oil moving
to 2010 ± 2 a (Figure 3d), under the assumption that
usage approximates the near symmetrical shape of the
classical Hubbert curve. In the Peak Oil Plateau case, oil
emissions peak in 2020 and remain at that level until 2040
[Kerr, 2007], thereafter decreasing approximately linearly
(Figure 3e).
[26] Total fossil fuel CO2 emissions peak in 2077 ± 2 a

at �14 Gt C a�1 in the BAU scenario, almost double
the current level, decreasing to �9 Gt C a�1 in 2100
(Figure 3a). Fuel emissions peak in 2016 ± 2 a at
�10 Gt C a�1 in the Coal Phase-out scenario, decreasing
to �1 Gt C a�1 by 2100 (Figure 3b). Cumulative 21st-
century fossil fuel emissions are �1100 Gt C in the
BAU scenario, �500 Gt C in the Coal Phase-out scenario,
�520 Gt C in the Fast Oil use scenario, �430 Gt C in the
Less Oil Reserves scenario, and �550 Gt C in the Peak Oil
Plateau scenario.

3.3. Projected Atmospheric CO2 Concentrations

[27] Figure 4 shows atmospheric CO2 concentrations
resulting from our fossil fuel emissions scenarios. All of
our scenarios include land use CO2 emissions from the
midrange SRES marker scenario (A1T). Additional calcu-
lations (not shown here) reveal that the land use emissions
projections of the high-end scenario (A2) would add
�5 ppm to all of our CO2 projections, while the low-end
projections (B1) would cause a reduction by about the same
amount.
[28] Peak CO2 in the BAU scenario is �575 ppm in 2100,

with fuel emissions alone raising CO2 to over 560 ppm
(Figure 4a). This is more than double the preindustrial CO2

amount of �280 ppm and already far past the 450 ppm
threshold under consideration. Likely nonlinearities in the
carbon cycle with such large CO2 amounts would make the
real-world peak CO2 even greater, as would any contribu-
tion from unconventional fossil fuels.
[29] Our interest is primarily in scenarios that limit

atmospheric CO2 to �450 ppm or less. Therefore all
scenarios other than BAU include phase-out of coal emis-
sions at least as rapidly as in the standard Coal Phase-out

Figure 2. Computed versus observed time evolution of
industrial-era atmospheric CO2 from 1850–2007. (CDIAC
LU = Houghton and Hackler [2002] land use emissions for
1850–2000). Inclusion of the CDIAC LU emissions causes
increasing overestimation of pCO2 by the model between
1950–2000 for both the static-sink and dynamic-sink PRFs,
suggesting that those LU estimates may be overestimates
(see section 3.1). When the CDIAC LU estimates are
reduced by 50%, both PRFs produce very good agreement
with observed CO2. Observations prior to 1958 are based on
Law Dome ice core data [Etheridge et al., 1998], and from
1958 onwards based on high-precision flask and in situ
measurements [Keeling and Whorf, 2005; Conway et al.,
2007; Thoning et al., 2007], with the specific data series as
concatenated and adjusted to global means by Hansen and
Sato [2004].

Table 1. Approximate Peak Fossil Fuel CO2 Emissions and

Atmospheric CO2 Levels in Each Scenario

Scenario
Peak Fuel
Emission Year of Peak

Peak Fuel
CO2 Level Year of Peak

BAU 14 Gt C a�1 2077 ± 2 a 563 ppm 2100
Coal phase-out 10 Gt C a�1 2016 ± 2 a 428 ppm 2047
Fast oil use 11 Gt C a�1 2025 ± 2 a 446 ppm 2046
Less oil reserves 9 Gt C a�1 2022 ± 2 a 422 ppm 2045
Peak oil plateau 10 Gt C a�1 2025 ± 2 a 440 ppm 2060

Table 2. Salient Features and Metrics of Mitigation Scenarios

Scenario
2007�2050

Coal Emissions
Total 2007�2050
Fuel Emissions

Reduction in
2050 Versus 2007
Fuel Emissions

Coal phase-out �110 Gt C �330 Gt C 57%
Fast oil use �110 Gt C �390 Gt C 54%
Less oil reserves �110 Gt C �300 Gt C 66%
Peak oil plateau �110 Gt C �360 Gt C 40%
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scenario, which has moderate continued growth of global
coal emissions until 2025, followed by linear phase-out of
global emissions from coal between 2025 and 2050. This
standard Coal Phase-out scenario has peak atmospheric
CO2 at �445 ppm in 2046; fossil fuels alone raise CO2

to �428 ppm in 2047 (Figure 4b).
[30] The Fast Oil Use scenario (Figure 4c) yields a peak

atmospheric CO2 level of�463 ppm with fossil fuels raising
CO2 to �446 ppm, i.e., faster use of the same oil amount
increases the peak atmospheric amount by about 18 ppm.
However, in the absence of carbon feedbacks, this difference
decreases with time, practically disappearing by 2100.
[31] The Less Oil Reserves scenario (Figure 4d) yields a

peak atmospheric CO2 level of �439 ppm, with fossil fuels

raising CO2 to �422 ppm. Thus omission of oil reserve
growth (Figure 1) reduces the peak atmospheric CO2

amount by �6 ppm from the baseline Coal Phase-out
scenario.
[32] Last, the Peak Oil Plateau scenario (Figure 4e) yields

a peak atmospheric CO2 level of �456 ppm, with fossil
fuels raising CO2 to �440 ppm. The sustained 20-year peak
in global oil emissions leads to an increase of �10 ppm
from the baseline Coal Phase-out case.

3.4. Additional Scenarios Considered

[33] Effects of using the dynamic-sink PRF of Joos et al.
[1996] are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The mean 1960–2007
total CO2 airborne fraction of �50% implied by the

Figure 3. Historical and projected anthropogenic CO2 emissions for the five main scenarios (LU =
land use).

Figure 4. Time evolution of atmospheric CO2 concentrations for the five main case scenarios. In each
scenario, the computed amount of CO2 contributed by each source is added to the baseline 1850 CO2

level of 285.2 ppm to generate the individual curves. Compared with the control case (Coal Phase-out,
Figure 4b), the peak CO2 level in the Less Oil Reserves scenario is �6 ppm lower, while the peak level in
the Fast Oil Use and Peak Oil Plateau cases is �18 ppm and �10 ppm higher, respectively.
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dynamic-sink PRF is lower than the �53% based on the
static-sink PRF, equation (1), and both are higher than the
�48% from observed airborne CO2 and assumed fossil
fuel and land use emissions (Figure 5). The difference in
the responses of the two PRFs to a pulse of 5 ppm CO2

(�10 Gt C) is not major, although it does persist for
centuries (Figure 6a). Despite this, there is little difference
(less than �3%) between results from the two functions
for the entire 21st century, regardless of whether high or
moderate emissions are assumed (Figures 6b and 6c).
However, the BAU scenario with unrestrained emissions
diminishes the buffering capacity of the ocean, leading to
a �20 ppm increase in peak CO2 (Figure 6b). On the
other hand, with the lower emissions of the Coal Phase-
out scenario, the oceanic/biospheric CO2 uptake is similar
for the two response functions (Figure 6c).
[34] We also computed time series for emissions and

atmospheric CO2 levels for several alternative sets of
conventional oil, gas, and coal reserve estimates, including
one from the World Energy Council [WEC, 2007] and one
from IPCC [2001a, Table 3.28b]. These estimates are lower
than the EIA [2006] estimates (Figure 1), and therefore,
even assuming BAU growth and decline (section 2.2), they
yield earlier emissions peaks and lower peak atmospheric
CO2 levels (Figure 7). Specifically, WEC [2007] coal
reserves (�450 Gt C) yield peak coal emissions in
�2040, and IPCC [2001a] oil and gas reserves (118 Gt C
and 82 Gt C, respectively) yield peak oil emissions in
�2004 and peak gas emissions in �2009 (Figure 7a).

Figure 5. CO2 ‘‘airborne fraction’’ (AF) of 1960–2007
anthropogenic CO2 emissions, computed as the mean
measured atmospheric CO2 concentration of a given year
minus the amount in the previous year divided by either the
fossil fuel emissions in the given year (AF1) or the sum of
fossil fuel and land use emissions in the given year (AF2).
The 1960–2007 mean derived from observed CO2 is �57%
for the former (AF1 obs.) and �48% for the latter (AF2
obs.). For the static-sink and dynamic-sink PRFs, the 1960–
2007 model mean AF2 values are �53% and �50%,
respectively. (See Figure 2 caption for CO2 data sources.)

Figure 6. Effects of using the static-sink PRF versus the dynamic-sink PRF. (a) Annual fraction of CO2

remaining airborne after a pulse emission of 5 ppm (�10 Gt C), with differences highlighted at 100, 500,
and 1000 years. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations for the baseline (b) BAU and (c) Coal Phase-out
scenarios. The difference is generally negligible (less than �3% throughout the 21st century), but in the
high-emission BAU scenario the dynamic-sink PRF yields �20 ppm greater peak CO2 in 2100.
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[35] Assuming the IPCC [2001a] oil and gas reserves
along with WEC [2007] coal reserves yields a peak atmo-
spheric CO2 level of �457 ppm in 2076, with fossil fuels
alone raising CO2 to �442 ppm (Figure 7b). Although this
latter scenario represents relatively moderate ‘‘BAU’’ cases,
it relies heavily on the assumption that carbon-positive
substitute fuels cannot or will not be developed in the future
to replace declining conventional fuel reserves, e.g., due to a
rising price on carbon emissions (see Discussion).

3.5. Comparison With IPCC-SRES and EMF-21
Scenarios

[36] In contrast with all of the above scenarios, peak total
emissions in the four SRES scenario families [IPCC, 2000]
range from �12 Gt C a�1 in 2040 (B1 marker scenario) to a
staggering �28 and 29 Gt C a�1 in 2100 (A2 and A1F1
marker scenarios, respectively). Time-integrated 21st-cen-
tury emissions for these SRES marker scenarios range from
�970 Gt C (B1) to �1900 and 2100 Gt C (A2 and A1F1).
Thus it is clear that the high-end SRES scenarios implicitly
assume that, in the absence of climate mitigation policies,
massive amounts of unconventional or ‘‘undiscovered’’
resources will become viable substitutes for dwindling
conventional reserves.

[37] Resulting atmospheric CO2 amounts in 2100 in the
SRES scenarios range from �540 ppm to �970 ppm,
excluding carbon cycle feedbacks [IPCC, 2001b]. Model
simulations suggest that carbon cycle feedbacks under a
high-end emissions scenario (A2) can yield an additional
20–200 ppm of CO2 by 2100 [Friedlingstein et al., 2006].
Note that our four mitigation scenarios, however, are
consistent with current assessments of the cumulative
21st-century emissions needed to stabilize atmospheric
CO2 at 450 ppm even after factoring in carbon cycle
feedbacks [e.g., see IPCC, 2007].
[38] Our scenarios also differ from those of EMF-21

[Weyant et al., 2006] in several ways. First, their scenarios
have a long-term global radiative forcing target of �4.5 W
m�2 above the preindustrial level, which yields a target
global temperature rise of over 3�C, for nominal estimates
of climate sensitivity [Hansen et al., 2007b; IPCC, 2007].
Also, their mean model ensemble 21st-century CO2 emis-
sions are assumed to continually increase from�14 Gt C a�1

in 2025 to �25 Gt C a�1 by 2100. Thus like the SRES
scenarios, the EMF-21 scenarios reflect climate change that
we would classify as ‘‘dangerous’’ and therefore highly
undesirable.

4. Discussion

4.1. Avoidance of ‘‘Dangerous’’ Anthropogenic
Climate Change

[39] Practically all nations of the world have agreed that a
‘‘dangerous’’ increase of atmospheric greenhouse gases
should be avoided [UNFCCC, 1992], but the dangerous
level of gases is not well defined. Hansen et al. [2007a,
2007b] have argued that additional global warming above
that in 2000 must be kept less than 1�C, and that, therefore,
the dangerous CO2 level is at most about 450 ppm,
and likely less than that. Although moderate trade-off with
non-CO2 gases is possible [Hansen and Sato, 2004], CO2 is
the most important climate forcing because a considerable
fraction of fossil fuel CO2 emissions remains in the atmo-
sphere for many centuries [Archer, 2005]. Given that CO2

has already increased during the industrial era from
�280 ppm to �385 ppm, there is some urgency in deter-
mining what steps are practical to limit further growth of
atmospheric CO2. Indeed, the scenarios used in climate
projections by the IPCC [2000, 2001a, 2001b, 2007] all
have CO2 increasing well beyond 450 ppm.
[40] On the other hand, fossil fuel reservoirs are finite,

and existing deposits do not have to be fully exploited.
Also, it may be practical to capture and sequester much of
the CO2 emitted in burning coal at power plants. Thus it is
important to estimate expected atmospheric CO2 levels for
realistic estimates of fossil fuel reserves and to determine
how the CO2 level depends upon possible constraints on
coal use.
[41] We suggest that, for the sake of simplicity and

transparency, it is useful to make such estimates with simple
pulse response functions for airborne CO2, although similar
studies should also be made with comprehensive carbon
cycle models. We view the pulse response functions that we
have employed as providing an approximate lower bound

Figure 7. (a) Alternate ‘‘low-end’’ BAU emissions
scenario assuming conventional oil and gas reserves from
IPCC (2001a) with no reserve growth, and coal reserves
from World Energy Council [WEC, 2007] (LU = land use).
(b) Resulting atmospheric CO2 from this scenario, com-
pared with the baseline (‘‘high-end’’) BAU scenario from
Figure 4a.
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for the proportion of fossil fuel CO2 emissions that remain
airborne. The uptake capacity of the carbon sinks may
decrease if the CO2 source increases, and there are potential
climate feedbacks that could add CO2 to the atmosphere,
e.g., carbon emissions from forest dieback [Cox et al.,
2000], melting permafrost [Walter et al., 2006; Zimov et
al., 2006], and warming ocean floor [Archer, 2007]. In
addition, land use change and deforestation may remain a
significant source of positive anthropogenic climate forcing
this century, e.g., Gruber et al. [2004] assert that land use-
related human activities could lead to the release of up to
�40 Pg C over the next �20 years and �100 Pg C this
century due to the alteration of live biomass pools in
tropical and subtropical ecosystems.
[42] On the other hand, if fossil fuel emissions of CO2

decrease, concerns about possible nonlinear positive feed-
backs are diminished. Indeed, we suggest a possible dichot-
omy of scenarios: if CO2 emissions decrease, the proportion
of CO2 taken up by sinks could increase, with a resulting
climate forcing that is much less than that in scenarios with
continually increasing CO2 emissions.
[43] Given these basic considerations, we have focused on

scenarios in which coal use is phased out except where the
CO2 is captured. We find that, with such an assumption, it is
possible to keep maximum 21st-century atmospheric CO2

less than 450 ppm, provided that the EIA estimates of oil
and gas reserves and reserve growth are not significant
underestimates. This limit on CO2 is achieved in our
scenarios only if cumulative global emissions from coal
between the present and 2050 amount to �100 Gt C or less.
Thus even if coal reserves are much lower than historically
assumed [e.g., NRC, 2007], there is surely enough coal to
take the world past 450 ppm CO2 without mitigation efforts
such as those described here. On the bright side, our
findings indicate that a feasible timescale for reductions
can keep CO2 below 450 ppm.

4.2. Future Use of Fossil Fuels

[44] Goals for atmospheric CO2 amount surely must be
adjusted as knowledge about climate change and its impacts
improves. Recent evidence of sea ice loss in the Arctic and
accelerating net mass loss from the West Antarctic and
Greenland ice sheets suggest that the allowable level of
warming is likely less than 1�C above the 2000 global
temperature and the CO2 limit is likely less than 450 ppm.
Thus details about the magnitude of fossil fuel reserves and
the rate at which the reserves are exploited may be impor-
tant. We find that the maximum 21st-century atmospheric
CO2 level varies by �18 ppm depending upon the rate at
which given oil and gas reserves are consumed. This
variation decreases with time, however, so the size of the
exploited oil and gas reservoirs is a more important con-
sideration.
[45] The size of economically recoverable oil and gas

resources is flexible, depending upon the degree to which
fossil fuels are priced to cover their environmental costs.
Thus we have argued [Hansen et al., 2007a; Hansen, 2007]
in favor of placing a significant rising price on CO2

emissions. One effect of a rising carbon price would be to
slow the rate at which fossil fuel resources are exploited,

thus reducing the maximum atmospheric CO2 amount, as
illustrated above. More importantly, a carbon price would
result in some of the oil, gas, and coal being left in the
ground, primarily deposits at great depths or in extreme
environmental locations. Given that the world must move
beyond fossil fuels for its energy needs eventually, it is
appropriate to encourage that transition soon, and thus
minimize anthropogenic climate change. We note that there
are various ways of placing a price on carbon emissions,
such as a progressive carbon tax, industry ‘‘cap and trade’’
measures, or individual ‘‘ration and trade’’ measures. The
pricing scheme should be chosen based on economic
effectiveness and fairness.
[46] Hirsch et al. [2005] note that it requires decades to

remake energy infrastructure, and thus peaking of oil and
gas production has the potential for severe economic
disruption if steps are not taken to encourage technology
development and implementation. This consideration adds
to the need for prompt actions to conserve readily available
oil and gas, thus stretching out these conventional supplies,
while encouraging innovations in energy efficiency and
alternative (nonfossil) energies. Stretching of supplies is a
principal function of an increasing carbon price. Nuclear
power could be one viable alternative option, if strict
provisions are followed for public safety, waste disposal,
and elimination of potential weapons-grade by-products;
adoption of an international nuclear environmental treaty
could be a significant step toward this end [Robock et al.,
2007].

4.3. Additional Climate Change Mitigation Measures

[47] Finally, we note that, as understanding of climate
change and its impacts improves, it is possible that even
lower limits on atmospheric CO2 and the net anthropogenic
climate forcing than discussed here may prove to be highly
desirable. It has been suggested that to buy extra time to
enact such large-scale mitigation, societies should adopt an
approach that incorporates both emissions reductions and
geoengineering options like periodic, sustained stratospheric
sulfate aerosol injection [Crutzen, 2006; Wigley, 2006].
However, a geoengineering ‘‘quick fix’’, if not sustained
precisely to the degree and length of time needed, could do
more harm than good [Matthews and Caldeira, 2007], and it
is difficult to define how much ‘‘fix’’ is needed. Thus while
geoengineering might provide some benefit, the potential
gain must be weighed against long-term risks to climate and
oceanic/stratospheric chemistry. Especially given the exis-
tence of low-cost and no-cost methods to reduce CO2

emissions [Lovins, 2005], slowing of fossil fuel CO2 emis-
sions warrants highest priority.
[48] Further reductions of anthropogenic climate forcing,

beyond the 2025�2050 coal phase-out strategy that we
quantified here, could be achieved as follows.
[49] 1. A freeze on new construction of traditional coal-

fired power plants (without CO2 sequestration) by 2010,
with a linear phase-out of all such existing plants between
2010 and 2030. This action reduces the maximum atmo-
spheric CO2 from �445 ppm in our standard Coal Phase-
out scenario to �400–430 ppm (depending on oil and gas
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reserve size). Fossil fuel contribution to atmospheric CO2

level decreases from �428 ppm to �390–410 ppm.
[50] 2. Intensive efforts to reduce non-CO2 anthropogenic

climate forcings, especially methane, tropospheric ozone,
and black carbon. Hansen and Sato [2004] estimate that
realistic potential savings from such reductions are equiva-
lent to 25�50 ppm of CO2.
[51] 3. Anthropogenic draw-down of atmospheric CO2.

Farming and forestry practices that enhance carbon reten-
tion and storage in the soil and biosphere should be
supported [McCarl and Sands, 2007], as should large-scale
reforestation. Direct removal of CO2 from the air through
expedited carbonate formation also holds great potential
[Lackner, 2003; Keith et al., 2006]. In addition, burning
biofuels in power plants with carbon capture and seques-
tration can draw down atmospheric CO2 [Hansen, 2007], in
effect putting anthropogenic CO2 back underground where
it came from. However, careful measures must be taken to
ensure that biofuel production does not occur at the expense
of food crops and tropical forests are not converted to
biofuel farms. For instance, agricultural waste, natural
grasses and other cellulosic material can be used [e.g.,
Tilman et al., 2006]. Fertilizers used in their production
should minimize emission of non-CO2 greenhouse gases as
well. CO2 sequestered beneath ocean sediments is inherently
stable [House et al., 2006], and other safe geologic sites are
also available.
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